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ABSTRACT
Social media has brought with it a closing of the relational distance between players and
fans; athletes have an important decision to make about the way they want to be viewed, not
only as athletes, but also in the many other facets of their lives, such as being a parent, friend
or role model. By applying the differing gender expectations for males versus females to an
athletic context, this research study aims to gain a better understanding of how these gender
expectations for male versus female professional athletes are exhibited through selfpresentation on social media, specifically Instagram. The athletes’ own self-presentation via
their Instagram posts were compared to traditional roles presented by the media in
advertisements through a visual content analysis. Four of Erving Goffman’s gender norm
categories were utilized in analyzing Instagram posts: feminine touch, ritualistic touch, licensed
withdrawal and ritualization of subordination. Twelve athletes were analyzed in this study, six
of them male and six of them female. Each athlete was evaluated on the basis of seven different
criteria including the presence of feminine touch, ritualistic touch, licensed withdrawal, a head
tilt, nonathletic clothes, a knee bend, and a smile. In using qualitative and quantitative methods,
300 photos were analyzed for presence of this criteria (25 photos per athlete). The study found
that both males and females are under considerable pressure to adhere to society’s gender
expectations which are constantly perpetuated by the media, namely in advertising settings.
Despite their athletic achievements and elevated status, athletes are no more immune to gender
expectations than the rest of society. Female athletes are found to adhere to gender expectations
on Instagram more so when they are not presenting themselves as athletes. Male athletes also
remain in the boundaries culture has set for them as acted out in Instagram settings. However,
there is hope for a rebuttal to these standards in the near future and using social media outlets,
such as Instagram to do so. Female athletes may have already begun this shift. The future of
reshaping gender roles rests in the hands of those with social power and influence if society
ever has a hope to change the rules of the game.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, social networking sites have completely infiltrated our everyday lives,
thoughts and interactions. Social media sites (SNS) have been found to facilitate increased
involvement, collaboration and interpersonal communication among many demographics
(Sanderson, 2014). Several different types of social media platforms have been developed to
cater to a user’s specific needs or goals of communication. Some of the social networking
sites that have experienced high popularity include Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
Social media have infiltrated many demographics. While many of the sites are utilized on an
interpersonal or social level, there has also been an upward trend in the presence of social
media in athletics. From utilizing SNS to enhance marketing and customer service activities
on sports teams (Smith and Sanderson, 2015), to major sports organizations such as the NFL
cultivating relationships with sponsors (Emmons and Mocarski, 2014), social media has
begun to dominate the athletic industry’s strategic operations. Perhaps the two largest parties
affected by this growing presence of social media in athletics, however, are professional
athletes and their fans, who have both adopted social media at accelerating rates (Sanderson,
2014).
Professional athletes are afforded many opportunities to create and maintain their public
image through social media. Not only do they have more control over the identity they want
to project, but they also have more power to counteract or perpetuate their depictions on
typical mass media outlets (Sanderson, 2014). Fans have been found to continuously seek and
consume the latest information about their favorite sports teams and players on SNS (Emmons
and Mocarski, 2014). In fact, entire pages on Facebook have been dedicated to fans who can
then easily follow, support and discuss a specific athlete or sports team. On Twitter, athletes
are able to interact with followers by discussing non-sports topics (Emmons and Mocarski,
2014). Some Twitter studies have shown that athletes even reach out to fans by asking them
for opinions or advice on a certain matter; fans can then tweet back in order to actively
participate in the cultivation of a relationship with the professional athlete (Sanderson, 2014).
Before the onset of social media, this direct relationship would have been impossible.
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With this closing of the relational distance between players and fans, athletes have an
important decision to make about the way they want to be viewed, not only as athletes, but
also in the many other facets of their lives, such as being a parent, friend or role model. Many
times, athletes are faced with a temptation to succumb to social pressures, especially in being
confined to the cultural expectations people have of them based on their gender (Kim and
Sagas, 2014). Studies concerning gender-role portrayals through media representation have
exploded in the last few decades, as stereotypical portrayals of female bodies on television, in
magazines and in advertisements have been examined. It has been found that the media
demands unrealistic expectations of female beauty while also objectifying women and lending
more diverse roles to men rather than women (Kim and Sagas, 2014).
While several of these studies seek to analyze the media’s representation of both genders, the
circumstances of males’ and females’ own self-representation in media remains a developing
field of study. By applying the differing gender expectations for males versus females to an
athletic context, this research study aims to gain a better understanding of how these gender
expectations for male versus female professional athletes are exhibited through selfpresentation on social media, specifically Instagram. The athletes’ own self-presentation via
their Instagram posts will then be compared to traditional roles presented by the media in
advertisements.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Social Media Platforms
Each social media platform has several overlapping characteristics, such as facilitating ease of
communication, but each is different in its core purposes and capabilities (Sanderson, 2014).
Facebook allows its over 1.71 billion registered users to post statuses, comment on or “like”
posts and upload photos or other content (Statista, 2016). Twitter allows users to
communicate via brief blog posts of 140 characters or less. Users can construct messages
known as “Tweets” and then distribute these messages by posting to a feed that other Twitter
users can read (Sanderson, 2014). While Facebook reports the highest levels of usage and
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number of accounts to date, Instagram has been named the fastest-growing social media
platform (Smith and Sanderson, 2015).
In 2010, this photo-sharing application was born and provided a new outlet for people to share
photos on their mobile devices. Instagram is different from Facebook and Twitter in that textonly content cannot be disseminated. This places more importance on the visual content
posted through the app as viewers will make assumptions primarily through these photos and
videos (Lee et al., 2015). Surpassing Twitter’s 284 million users, Instagram continued to
climb in popularity by acquiring over 300 million monthly users. The growth of this SNS is
branching into many demographics and social groups ranging from young adults to celebrities
(Lee et al., 2015).
Gender Expectations in Society
Many expectations for males and females have been established as a part of society’s natural
functioning. Gender is a deeply social construct that varies greatly across countries and
cultures. At the same time, it also infiltrates almost every aspect of society and social
categories (Djerf-Pierre, 2007). Gender can therefore be thought of as a social capital that has
differing value depending on the category. Females may try to compensate for characteristics
associated with their gender, such as femininity, by achieving other forms of social capital
(Djerf-Pierre, 2007). This can include economic, social or professional success, such as in the
case of a prosperous female athlete.
One important explanation of gender expectations in society is the concept of hegemonic
gender roles. Hegemonic masculinity is reported by Claire Duncanson (2015) as an
understanding of gender that is “dynamic and relational and of power as consent” (p. 232).
These themes of hegemonic masculinity enable men to retain power over others in society.
Individuals navigate and produce masculinity by engaging in practices that have been deemed
“masculine;” in other words, masculinity can be thought of as an identifiable set of actions
that are enacted by small groups and societies at large over space and time, thus creating an
important form of social capital (Schippers, 2007). A major piece of the power rooted in
masculine hegemony is the notion of subordinating other groups, especially women.
Hegemony is ultimately associated with themes of power and domination; consequently, there
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are no femininities that can be deemed hegemonic. Schippers (2007) reports that all forms of
femininity in society are “constructed in the context of the overall subordination of women to
men” (p. 187). This notion forms the framework for a concept known as emphasized
femininity in which females are forced to comply as subordinates to men, suppressing their
ultimate desires and interests (Schippers, 2007).
Over time, researchers have identified five hegemonic gender portrayals of both genders,
offered in an alternating paradox format: (1) while men are powerful, women are deemed
submissive, (2) men prioritize occupational success while women embrace themes of family
or being a homemaker, (3) men support familial patriarchy and women accept a role as a wife
and mother (a subordinate), (4) men are active participants in the world whereas women are
pushed to the background and sheltered, and last, (5) men must be the heterosexual “pursuer”
while women are the ones being “pursued” (Emmons and Mocarski, 2014). Because of the
gender stereotypes encouraged through these hegemonic portrayals, we as consumers expect
role internalization for males and females to manifest itself in visual content (Emmons and
Mocarski, 2014).
Representations of Gender in Advertising
These expectations are carried and even perpetuated by media representation. Advertisements
have been found to preserve female stereotypes by establishing false expectations of female
beauty. In addition, television and commercials continuously objectify and sexualize women
while giving men more diverse roles (Kim and Sagas, 2014).
Goffman’s Conceptual Framework
In his landmark study, Gender Advertisements, Erving Goffman created an extensive analysis
of themes in advertisements that depict males and females.
Relative Size
Goffman first identified the theme of relative size in which one makes his or her “social
weight” known via their proximity and size to other objects. Social weight can include
anything such has power, authority or rank (Goffman, 1979). In analyzing relative size
between genders, males typically exert a superior status over the female as demonstrated by
their height and stature. Goffman found that relative size could also be expressed
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symbolically in advertisements in which objects are masculinized or feminized depending
their size (Goffman, 1979).
The Feminine Touch
Another theme he uncovered involves “the feminine touch” in which women, more so than
their male counterparts, are depicted using their fingers and hands to touch an object gently.
This act is known as ritualistic touching and can be contrasted with a more “utilitarian kind
that grasps, manipulates, or holds,” seen more frequently in images of men (Goffman, 1979,
p. 29). Ritualistic touching also offers opportunities for face rather than hand touching to be
used. In addition, self-touching might be used in advertisements to assert the fragility of the
body or perhaps to portray one’s sexuality (Goffman, 1979).
Function Ranking
Goffman (1979) also discusses “function ranking,” which involves photographs that contain
both men and women. This notion deems that men are likely to perform executive roles in
photos; a “hierarchy of function” is then formed with the female more often as a subordinate
(p. 32). This ranking of male as first and female as second in advertisements can be seen in
many scenarios such as occupational or leisure settings. This can also be seen in individual
depictions of men and women. For example, men are often depicted engaging in some sort of
action or activity while women depicted along are often stationary.
The Family
Visual representations of family through photographs can symbolically hint at the family’s
social structure. Taking this into consideration when deciphering advertisements, there is
typically an allocation of at least one girl and a boy so that “the full set of intrafamily relations
can be effected” (Goffman, 1979). Typically, mothers are seen holding daughters and fathers
are posed next to sons. Additionally, fathers might be seen slightly removed from other
members of the family. This could imply a notion that fathers have less focus on the family as
their primary concern (Goffman, 1979).
The Ritualization of Subordination
This concept explains the notion of spatial relations and how power is distributed among the
genders. High physical space symbolizes high social place; in advertisements men are
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typically depicted as being higher than woman, that is, above them (Goffman 1979). This is
supported by understanding in our society that courtesy obliges men to favor women with first
claim on whatever is available by way of a seat. However, space is not the only application to
this concept. Holding the head high is stereotypically a mark of superiority, dominance or
disdain. Comparatively, a head tilted downwards in relation to other in the photo can insinuate
subordination or appeasement (Goffman, 1979).
Another interesting take on this concept is Goffman’s identification of the “knee bend,”
commonly exhibited by females in advertisements. This posture seems to suggest
submissiveness and succumbing to those also present in the photograph, either in a
victimizing or sexual manner (Goffman, 1979). Similar to this seemingly minute gesture is
also the “arm lock” in which a female holds onto a male for support as well as “shoulder
hold,” where typically the male asserts power by holding onto the female. Another potential
indicator of sexual readiness according to Goffman (1979) includes subjects laying on bed or
couch (p.41).
Interestingly, smiles are categorized by Goffman (1979) as a sign of inferiority in
advertisements (p. 48). This is supported by the notion that in cross-sexed encounters in
American culture, women are observed as smiling more expansively than men. This finding is
many times then carried over into advertisements (Goffman, 1979).
Ritualization of subordination is also manifested in the types of clothing worn by males
versus females in advertisements. Men are typically displayed in formal business attire;
however, even when depicted in informal attire, they still emit a serious aura through facial
expression or stance (Goffman, 1979). Women in advertisements, however, have a different
relationship with their clothing and the gestures tied to each outfit. There are several broad
categories of clothes for females to wear exhibiting a potential attraction to shopping and a
need to wear “a costume.” This conception of wearing different costumes to portray a variety
of personas associates a comical or unserious impression with females (Goffman, 1979).
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Licensed Withdrawal
Goffman’s final major observation in advertisements is the licensed withdrawal of women.
This involves female subjects psychologically removing themselves from a situation, often
times leaving them disorientated or dependent on the protectiveness of others. Often times,
the women will be seen looking away from the camera or covering a portion of their face with
their hand (Goffman, 1979). Additionally, gazing away from another or the camera can be
interpreted as allowing one to submit to the situation around them. Goffman also addresses
“anchored drifts” in which the female might be locked on another object, either depicted or
not depicted, represents another mode of withdrawal from the present situation (p. 65).
Advertisers may use this tactic to exhibit negative emotions such as fear as well as others such
as shyness or laughter.
Advertisements are found to inadvertently project social cues that consumers digest and begin
to accept as the status quo in everyday life. These hyperritualized representations become
important parts of the frame in which we begin to construct gender norms in society (Baran
and Davis, 2015). In identifying these themes, Goffman connects each one to the social role
expected of both males and females. His findings will provide the conceptual framework for
the research conducted in this study.
Goffman’s Theories in Advertising Today
Many researchers still utilize Goffman’s theories in evaluating advertising gender roles. One
study by Bell and Milic (2002) discovered that advertisements featuring female participants
typically still differ from those displaying male subjects. Another study found that women are
seen in more domestic scenes or as elaborate models in ambiguous roles. Men however, are
seen as working professionals, spokespersons or leisurely lounging (Morris, 2006). The study
further found that men are assigned more valued and prestigious roles than are women. In
addition, commercial visuals of men and women were found to be dominated by gender
stereotypes. Since reading advertising is learned behavior, stereotypes projected in these
visuals are thus also learned. Therefore, gender norms become part of a vicious cycle that
both create and perpetuate gender stereotypes (Morris, 2006). In other words, socially
constructed representations of gender in advertising ultimately shape how these gender roles
are interpreted in society. Thus, after seeing repetitive media images reinforcing the same
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gender norms, society becomes conditioned to expect these same norms translated into reality
(Lebel, 2013).
Athletes are scrutinized in photographs just like other famous celebrities who are showcased
by the media. Some of these evaluations about athletes’ outwards appearance concern topics
of fashion or the appropriateness of their lifestyle, neither of which relate to their profession
as an athlete (Emmons and Mocarski, 2014).
One study evaluated the visual implications of the portrayal of female athletes in the
magazine Sports Illustrated. While it can be argued that female athletes’ inclusion in the
magazine is a step forward for women, researchers Kim and Sagas (2014) argued that the
major problem rests in the Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue; these publications establish an
“atmosphere of objectifying women and hegemonic masculinity and femininity” (p. 138).
Female athletes were typically portrayed with their sexuality and physical appearance as
being more important than their athleticism (Kim and Sagas, 2014). In other words, the need
to uphold gender roles in sports media seems to trump the importance of the players’ roles as
professional athletes. As a result, Sports Illustrated reinforces a culture for powerful
institutions and society at large to continue perpetuating gender stereotypes. Kim and Sagas
(2014) argue the necessity for media outlets to create a balance that showcases the hard work
athletes put into their bodies while remaining unbiased to the stereotypes associated with their
gender (p. 138).
Self-Presentation
According to Goffman’s theories of presentation of self, when exhibiting identity, people act
as performers. In other words, they express their identity through both verbal and nonverbal
messages. The ultimate goal of these messages is to display the most ideal and credible “self”
to audiences (Goffman, 1959). These presentations of self can be broken into frontstage and
backstage performances. Frontstage performances require subjects to be more cautious and
guarded with the self that they are presenting, whereas backstage performances are often more
informal and less filtered presentations of self (Emmons and Mocarski, 2014).
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Goffman noted the use of social cues in self-presentation interactions that ultimately signal
when a change of stage needs to be made. This changing of actions or words is referred to as
shifting. Individuals can either downshift or upshift in order to reframe situations as either a
more active or passive participant (Baran and Davis, 2015). This is an especially important
concept when trying to understand self-presentation. For example, individuals may downshift
after inadvertently insulting someone during a joke. This downshifting occurs so that the
aggressor can rework his or her self-presentation as an antagonistic person to a more
apologetic or concerned identity (Baran and Davis, 2015).
Athlete Self-Presentation
With a lens into the personal lives of many athletes on their social media profiles, audiences
are more likely to view the athlete as relatable, interpreting their online communication
actions as backstage or less scripted performances of self. However, many times athletes are
aware of the public nature and influence of their posts, thus maintaining a frontstage
performance of self that is more guarded and idealized in nature (Emmons and Mocarski,
2014). While athletes can potentially utilize social media to break expectations of
preconceived notions (Sanderson, 2014), both males and females can also be under
considerable pressure to conform to expected societal portrayals in their social media posts
and interactions (Emmons and Mocarski, 2014).
Several studies have attempted to find the differences among male and female athlete online
self-presentation across many different social media outlets. On Twitter, males were found to
spend a larger amount of time performing their role as athletes than did their female
colleagues. However, females were also found to focus more on their efforts to manage their
brand and reach out to fans (Lebel, 2013). This study also found that female athletes chose to
self-describe less than did male athletes. In another comparison, females provided a link to
further content more so than did males. This way fans could seek out more information on a
topic the female athlete was discussing. In examining some of the findings in this study, Lebel
(2013) discriminated the commonality of athletes evoking a backstage performance of self (p.
28).
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In another analysis of professional athletes’ Facebook profile pictures, researchers found
several differences among male and female athletes. Contrary to stereotypes of females as
submissive, female athletes were more likely to look at the camera, whereas male athletes
were more likely to look away from the camera. The researchers assert that from a branding
perspective, this could be because female focused on engaging their audience whereas males
held a preference for fan observance (Emmons and Mocarski, 2014). These findings and
interpretations contradict the presentational norms that Goffman suggests are typically held
for men and women, requiring a need for further research and potential alternative
explanations.
In the same Facebook study, male and female athletes were found to equally exhibit a sexual
gaze (Emmons and Mocarski 2014). Consistent with this, another study of female Olympic
athletes conducted on Instagram profiles also found that there were a surprisingly limited
number of sexually suggestive photos. However, the photos that were found sexually
suggestive produced higher numbers of likes and comments by followers (Geurin-Eagleman
and Burch, 2016). In another study analyzing male and female athletes’ self-presentation on
Instagram, however, researchers found the opposite; females posted more sexually suggestive
photographs than did men (Smith and Sanderson, 2015). This disparity between results offers
a unique opportunity to further clarify self-presentation of athletes on Instagram.
Similarly, the researchers in the second study also discovered that female Olympians had
significantly more photographs that emphasized their breasts as sexual objectification than did
men. Another finding included Goffman’s notion of ritualistic touching (Goffman 1959).
Male athletes were less likely to be touching something, whereas females were more likely to
engage in causal touch of another person, object or themselves (Smith and Sanderson, 2015).
Another major finding among the Olympic athletes on their Instagram profiles was the
frequency of personal-life photos. This choice of self-representation offering a glimpse into
the women’s personal lives is actually consistent with the representations put forth by the
media which, as Goffman might argue, typically focus on female athletes’ families or
personal lives rather than sport-related material (Geurin-Eagleman and Burch, 2016).
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Female Athlete Paradox
Female athletes’ face a challenge to overcome what has come to be known as the female
athlete paradox. In this notion, a female’s sexuality is seen as operating at the forefront of her
version of self; in fact, it is deemed the most important part of her representation and purpose
as a human (Emmons and Mocarski, 2014). While self-presentation may portray factual
evidence, societal expectations of how a person’s self-presentation should be can become
roadblocks to the subject’s ultimate goal of representation (Baran and Davis, 2015).
Therefore, female athletes have a hard time trying to represent their athleticism as being
prominent over their sexuality (Emmons and Mocarski, 2014).
Conclusion
Inconsistent findings have been reported from the limited number of studies concerning
athlete self-presentation on social media sites. Additionally, little research has been conducted
on the potential relationship between male and female athletes’ own self-presentation on SNS
with the media’s portrayal of both genders in advertising. Having a greater understanding of
the way media advertisements potentially shape individuals’ own self-presentation on social
media is an important facet of knowledge in order to break stereotypes and boundaries of
gender norms.

METHODS
Pretest Design
A pretest was conducted to check the reliability of Goffman’s categories when applied to selfpresentation in athletes’ Instagram posts. Two naïve coders were utilized. One coder was
female and the other was male. This was designed to mitigate the potential for gender biases
when analyzing both the male and female athlete photos. Both coders were also within the
same age range as the majority of the athletes (18-32 years old) who were used in the test to
avoid age biases.
Each coder was given a set of twelve definitions relating to Goffman’s six major gender
advertisement categories. For each category, two definitions were created: one in relation to
male athletes and one in relation to female athletes. The definitions used are seen below:
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Relative Size – Female
Relative size pertains to a way in which social weight such as power or authority is
expressed. Females are often seen as smaller than men in stature and height or as
standing further behind them.
Relative Size – Male
Relative size pertains to a way in which social weight such as power or authority is
expressed. Males are often seen as taller than women in stature and height or standing
in front of them.
Function Ranking - Female
Function ranking deals with interactions between the sexes. Typically when a man and
woman are engaging in an activity, the woman is a bystander or second in command
to performing the task – the man takes an executive role. This can also be seen when a
female is depicted by herself; she is often pictured not engaging in any activity.
Function Ranking – Male
Function ranking deals with interactions between the sexes. Typically when a man and
woman are engaging in an activity, the man typically performs the executive or
superior role. This can also be seen when a male is depicted by himself: he is often
pictured engaging in some sort of activity or action.
The Feminine Touch - Female
The feminine touch is a type of ritualistic touching defined by the action of female
subjects in photos using their fingers and hands to gently touch themselves or perhaps
objects.
Ritualistic Touching - Male
Contrary to touching themselves, men are often more likely to engage in a more
utilitarian type of grasp with objects or individuals other than themselves. This grasp
is often strong, affirmative or sometimes harsh.
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The Family - Female
This concept describes the concept that mothers are usually seen next to their children,
often their daughters when there are children of multiple genders. They maintain
active participation in the family.
The Family - Male
This concept describes the visualization of fathers as more removed from their family
members. Often the father stands a little outside the physical circle of the other
members of the family. They are typically depicted next to their sons engaging in
action or masculine activities.
The Ritualization of Subordination - Female
This concept explains the notion of spatial relations and how power is distributed
among the genders. Women are often depicted as lower than men expressed through a
variety of items: sitting lower, head tilts, knee bends, bending or shifting of weight on
the body. Smiles are also regarded as more common among women than men
insinuating a potential automatic compliance as being the inferior party. Lastly,
women are often required to wear “a costume” in order to fit into the many roles they
must play as deemed by society.
Ritualization of Subordination - Male
This concept explains the power distribution allocated between the sexes. Men are
often depicted as “higher” than women by standing tall while their female counterparts
slouch or make themselves smaller through a knee bend. Men are also seen as serious
subjects, often smiling less often than women. Men are often depicted in formal attire
or attire that is appropriate for a given situation. They often carry an aura of
seriousness regardless of the situation.
Licensed Withdrawal – Female
Licensed withdrawal is described removing oneself psychologically from a social
situation. Females are often depicted in this manner through visual aspects such as
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looking off into the distance with a look of fear, shyness or happiness. It also involves
not looking directly into the camera, or covering their faces or mouths.
Licensed Withdrawal – Male
Licensed withdrawal deals with psychologically removing oneself from a social
situation. Males are less often depicted in this manner as they usually look directly
into the camera. When they are shown looking away, they typically are seen with a
serious expression on their face rather than emotions such as fear, happiness, or
shyness as seen with women.
Coders were given twelve photographs of athletes. Athletes for the photographs were chosen
based on their credibility as professional athletes according to online sources. More
specifically, online rankings from known news channels were utilized in compiling a selection
of top athletes. Athletes who are currently playing or who have now since retired were
utilized for the pre-test photographs. They also were chosen based on their Instagram profile,
as certain photographs were more conducive to showcasing Goffman’s categories than were
others. Six photographs depicted male athletes, while the other six depicted female athletes.
Each photograph included the athlete’s name and the sport he or she plays beneath it.
Coders were instructed to match the male definitions with the male photos that best fit the
descriptions. They also did the same for the female definitions and female photos. No extra
photos were offered, as the naïve coders had no background in Goffman’s gender categories.
This way, all photos had to be utilized in matching them to one of the twelve definitions.
Pretest Results
It was discovered that three of Goffman’s categories were unreliable, as the coders
incorrectly matched them. They included the female definitions for “relative size,” “the
family,” and “function ranking.” Naïve coder number 1 reported two pictures incorrectly by
switching the pictures for relative size and function ranking. Naïve coder 2 reported two
pictures incorrectly by switching the photos for relative size and the family. As these three
categories potentially had little or unclear relevance when applied to athletes’ selfpresentation in Instagram settings, they were removed from the study. Though the naïve
coders reported the definitions incorrectly only for female pictures, they were also removed
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for males. This is because both male and female self-presentations are needed for examination
of each gender advertisement category to form a basis of comparison.
Study Design
A visual content analysis was used in this study. The goal of the study was to examine the
classic understanding of Goffman’s gender categories when applied to self-presentation
settings such as Instagram. How media shapes people’s perceptions is extremely relevant and
timely as many of society’s assumptions about gender rest on different societal expectations
for males and females. After a detailed examination of the applicable literature and removing
the unreliable categories based on the pretest, the following research question was developed:
R1: Are male and female athletes’ self-presentation on Instagram consistent with that
of Goffman’s gender categories portrayed in advertisements?
In order to navigate the complexity of this research question, the following additional research
questions were developed as support:
R2: Will female athletes engage in feminine touch on Instagram posts more than will
male athletes?
R2a: Will female athletes engage in feminine touch more than they will engage
in ritualistic touching?
R3: Will male athletes engage in ritualistic touching on Instagram posts more than will
female athletes?
R3a: Will male athletes engage in ritualistic touching more than they will
engage in feminine touch.
R4: Will female athletes, to a greater degree than will men, engage in licensed
withdrawal in their Instagram posts?
R5: Engaging in ritualization of subordination, will female athletes be more likely to
tilt their head downwards in Instagram posts than will male athletes?
R6: Engaging in ritualization of subordination, will female athletes be more likely to
wear clothing other than athletic gear in Instagram posts than will male athletes?
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R7: Engaging in ritualization of subordination, will female athletes be more likely to
exhibit the “knee bend” in Instagram posts than will male athletes?
R8: Engaging in ritualization of subordination, will female athletes be more likely to
smile in Instagram posts than will male athletes?
Six professional male athletes and six professional female athletes were chosen for the study.
Athletes were chosen based on several criteria: Online rankings, nationality, sport, and
Instagram account verification. Athletes were chosen through a pooling of reputable online
news sources such as Fox Sports and ESPN to analyze rankings. Only top athletes according
to rankings were chosen for the study. Only athletes playing in America were chosen to avoid
potential cultural factors. They were chosen from the following sports: tennis, soccer, and
basketball. This is because all three of these sports are played by relatively equal numbers of
males and females when compared to some other sports. In addition, the combination of these
three sports provides a mix of both team and individually-based sports. Once the list of
potential athletes was compiled, their Instagram accounts were checked for “verification.”
Verified Instagram accounts are often used for famous or well-known people so that followers
know it is the actual account of that person instead of a fake account. Verification is
documented by a blue circle with a checkmark in next to a person’s name on Instagram. Only
verified accounts were used. The twenty-five most recent Instagram photos in which each
athlete appeared in the photo were used. No videos were utilized. In addition, any posts that
showcased multiple photographs in a single post were also eliminated. If too much of the
athlete’s body or face was hidden, photos were omitted. Similarly, any photos in which the
athlete was sleeping or unconscious were also omitted from analysis.
Quantitative and qualitative techniques were used in the visual content analysis. Each male
and female athlete was evaluated on the presence of the following items in his and her
photographs: feminine touch, ritualistic touching, licensed withdrawal, a knee bend,
nonathletic clothes, a head tilt and a smile. Each analysis of the photo also included
documentation of the number of total people seen in the photograph. In addition, photos in
which the athlete’s face or legs could not be seen yielded a “null” result; these photos were
not evaluated for the hypotheses involving a knee bend or a smile. Similarly, if an athlete’s
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arms or hands were not seen in the photo, ritualistic and feminine touch categories received a
“null” result.
For each athlete, conclusions were drawn about the connections between various
combinations in the presence of certain categories. Themes and patterns were identified to
better understand how athletes portray themselves on Instagram. This helped answer the main
research question, “Do Goffman’s gender advertisement categories have relevance today
when applied to self-presentation on Instagram?”

RESULTS
Athletes were analyzed on the basis of seven different criteria specifically relating to the
proposed research questions. In completing the visual content analysis, results for each
Goffman category are displayed by each individual athlete. Each athlete’s scores on the
analyzed Goffman categories are displayed below. Analyzing each athlete separately helps to
identify complex relationships and patterns between categories among each athlete. A
quantitative accounting of each athlete and their corresponding results can be found in
Appendices B and C.
Female Athletes
Serena Williams – Tennis
Serena Williams is a highly regarded tennis player. Her 25 most recent Instagram photos
display a strong prevalence of licensed withdrawal at 76%. She is frequently not making eye
contact with the camera. Her next highest category percentage is her display of a knee bend,
present in 73% of photos. It should also be noted that only 11 pictures were deemed viable to
test for the knee-bend category as the remainder did not showcase her legs. Eight of these 11
photos displayed a knee bend in which she makes herself seem lower or smaller in stature.
Williams can also be seen in her photos half the time in athletic clothes and half in nonathletic
clothes, with the latter offering a slight percentage more at 52%. The head-tilt category also
offered an almost evenly split divide between photos in which her head is tilted sideways and
downward versus those she is looking straight or upwards, at 48%. Categories of ritualistic
touch, feminine touch, and smiling represented William’s lowest presence in the photos
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analyzed. Interestingly, she displayed ritualistic touching 9% more than she did feminine
touch, contrary to R2. Feminine touch represented a low percentage of photos as only 6 of 23
possible photos contained feminine touch. Ritualistic touch made up 35%. Last, Williams
rarely displayed a smile at only 24% or 5 of 21 photos.
Sloane Stephens – Tennis
Sloane Stephens represents the second female tennis player in this study. The strongest
category among her Instagram posts is smiling, at 84%. This was the highest percentage
among all other categories as the remaining areas displayed less than a 50% presence in
Instagram posts analyzed. Her second highest category was a presence of a knee bend in 4 out
of an available 9 photos, for a 44% presence. Similarly, Stephens displayed a 40% rate of
licensed withdrawal in photographs. Interestingly, she also displayed an even split between
ritualistic and feminine touch as each category was at 7%. Stephens’ displayed a head tilt and
wore nonathletic clothes for 6 out 25 photos, or 24%, for both categories. It is important to
note that athletic clothes represented 76% of photos. These represent the categories with the
smallest presence.
Alex Morgan – Soccer
Alex Morgan represents the first female soccer athlete in this study. The category with
the highest percentage among analyzed posts is smiling, at 84%. Closely following this is the
category of nonathletic clothes. Morgan self-presented in nonathletic clothes 80% of the time,
or 20 of 25 posts. Only 5 photos displayed her identity as an athlete in athletic clothes. The
remainder of the categories make up a very small percentage of presence in the posts. Head
tilt and licensed withdrawal both make up only 36% of pictures, while head tilts were seen in
36% of posts, or 9 of 25 photos. Interestingly, Morgan displayed 2 more photographs with
ritualistic touch than she did feminine touch, at 32% and 21% respectively. She displayed a
knee bend in only 3 of 12 possible posts, or only about 25%.
Lynn Williams – Soccer
Lynn Williams is the second female soccer player used in this study. Licensed
withdrawal makes up the largest percent of Instagram posts, at 80%. In other words, Williams
is seen not looking at the camera in 20 of 25 photos. The second highest presence in her
Instagram posts is smiling, at 75%. This is followed by nonathletic clothes, which represents
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60% of photos. Williams is wearing athletic clothes in only 10 of 25 photos, compared to 15
of 25 in nonathletic clothing. Feminine touch was seen in 4% fewer photos than was ritualistic
touch. Whereas 32% of her posts contained feminine touch, 36% contained ritualistic touch.
Other categories with a low presence for Williams include head tilt and knee bend. Williams
tilted her head in only 7 of 25 photos, or 28%. In addition she displayed a knee bend in only 4
of 13 possible posts, or 31%
Tina Charles – Basketball
Tina Charles is a highly ranked professional basketball player. The category with the
highest presence in her photos was smiling at 80%. The category with the second highest
presence for Charles is nonathletic clothes, which was seen in 14 of 25 photos. This 56%
presence of nonathletic clothes in posts obviously represents a 44% presence of athletic
clothes. This category is close to being evenly split, with a slight preference for displaying
herself outside of athletics. Licensed withdrawal also represented a relatively even split,
having a 52% presence in her Instagram posts. In these 13 photographs, she is not looking at
the camera. Similarly, Charles displayed a knee bend in half of an available 10 photos.
Charles displayed feminine touch in only 10% or 2 of a possible 20 photos. This is 25% fewer
than ritualistic touch, which showed up in 7 of 20 photos, or 35%. The lowest category for
Charles, at 28%, is display of a head tilt.
Elena Delle Donne – Basketball
Elena Delle Donne is this study’s second female basketball player. Smiling represents
the category with the largest presence, at 83%. The second highest category is nonathletic
clothes, at 80%. Delle Donne is wearing nonathletic clothes in 20 of 25 photos and is thus
wearing athletic clothes in 20% of the posted images. Another category with high
representation in Instagram posts was knee bend. Though there were only 7 possible photos,
she exhibited a knee bend in 5 of these, creating a 71% representation rate. Delle Donne
displayed the remaining categories at less than 50% in posts. Head tilt represented 40% of
photos and licensed withdrawal represents only 28% of photos. Feminine touch was seen
slightly less than ritualistic touch, at a 27% to 32% rate respectively.
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Male Athletes
John Isner – Tennis
John Isner is the first male tennis player evaluated in this study. In his 25 most recent
Instagram photos, Isner can be found dressed in nonathletic clothes in 72%, or 18 photos.
Therefore, he was wearing athletic clothes only in about 18% of posts. The second highest
Goffman category displayed by this athlete is smiling. He is found smiling in 15 of the 25
photos, which is roughly 60%. Isner demonstrated a moderate amount of ritualistic touching
in his photos, as just under half contained this category. Ritualistic touching represented
roughly 45% or 10 of a possible 22 photos. Opposite of ritualistic touching, he displayed
feminine touch 27% of the time in 6 of 22 photos. Isner exhibited a head tilt in 9 of the total
posts which totaled to 36%. In addition to this, he was not looking at the camera about 32% of
the time engaging in licensed withdrawal. Isner’s smallest represented category is a knee bend
at 25% or only 2 of 8 photos.
Jack Sock – Tennis
The second male tennis player in this study is Jack Sock. Licensed withdrawal was
demonstrated by Sock the most of any other Goffman categories, as he was not looking at the
camera in 76% of posts. This totaled to 19 of 25 photos. A close second, ritualistic touching,
was Sock’s next highest represented category; 71% or 17 of a possible 24 photos contained
ritualistic touching. Complimentary to this, Sock only displayed feminine touch 21% of the
time in only 5 of 24 photos. The remaining categories were extremely under-represented in
Sock’s photos. Sock was seen exhibiting a smile in only 7 of 25 photos or 28% of the time. In
addition to this, he was wearing nonathletic clothes 24% of the time. Therefore, he was seen
self-presenting as an athlete in athletic gear about 76% of the time. Sock was seen bending his
knee in only 13% or 2 of 16 photos. Perhaps one of the lowest percentages in the study, Sock
only exhibited a head tilt in 1 of 25 total photos or 4%.
Clint Dempsey – Soccer
Clint Dempsey is the first male soccer player analyzed in this study. Overall, Dempsey
exhibited a relatively low representation of Goffman’s categories across all posts. The highest
category was smiling at 10 of 20 photos or 50%. The second highest category of licensed
withdrawal was discovered in just under half of photos; final totals were 12 of 25 or 48% of
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posts. His next highest category was at 40%, as 10 of a possible 25 photos Dempsey was seen
in nonathletic clothes. Therefore, he displayed himself more often as an athlete wearing
athletic clothes in 60% of posts. Dempsey exhibited ritualistic touching in 33%, or 7 of 21
photos. Feminine touch however, only received a 10% presence as Dempsey was seen
engaging in this category in 2 of 21 photos. The category of head tilt only made up about
12%, or 3 of 25 photos. Dempsey’s lowest represented category was a knee bend as none of
the possible 10 photos displayed engagement in this action.
Tim Howard – Soccer
Tim Howard is the second soccer player among the male athletes in this study. The category
most represented by Howard is nonathletic clothes as 68%, or 17 of 25 photos displayed this
item. This means about 32% of photos showed Howard in athletic gear. A close second,
Howard was seen smiling in posts 67%, or 16 out of 24 photos. Howard’s third highest
category was ritualistic touching of objects or others, as slightly under half (47%) photos
demonstrated this. Only 2 of 19 or 11% of posts displayed Howard engaged in feminine
touch. Howard engaged in licensed withdrawal about 40% of the time, or 10 of 25 photos. He
exhibited a knee bend only about 13% of the time. This is seen in only 1 of a possible 8
photos showing his legs. Howard did not demonstrate a head tilt in any of the 25 posts.
Kobe Bryant – Basketball
Kobe Bryant is a highly regarded basketball player in the National Basketball Association. He
is the first male basketball player in this study. The highest Goffman category demonstrated
by Bryant was smiling; nineteen of 24 photos, or 79% displayed this item. Bryant’s second
highest Goffman category was nonathletic clothes as 72% of posts he as seen in nonathletic
gear. This totals to about 28% of posts in which he is seen in athletic clothes. His next highest
category was a moderate 44% of ritualistic touching. Eight of the 18 photos displayed this
item. Only 3 of 18 photos, or 17%, displayed feminine touch of objects or others. Bryant only
engaged in licensed withdrawal 32% of the time. He is seen not looking at the camera in 8 of
25 photos. He tilted his head downwards in 20% of posts, or 5 of 25. Bryant did not exhibit a
knee bend at all in the 3 available photos displaying his legs.
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James Harden – Basketball
James Harden is the second male basketball player studied. Harden often engaged in licensed
withdrawal, as 72% or 18 of 25 posts contained this item. His second most represented
Goffman category is wearing nonathletic clothes; sixteen of 25 photos, which is about 64%,
displayed Harden in nonathletic outfits. This means that 36% of posts contained Harden
presenting himself as an athlete wearing his uniform or other athletic gear. Ritualistic
touching was seen a moderate amount, as half of the 22 possible photos exhibited this
category. Feminine touch was seen in only 4 of the 22 photos, or 18%. He exhibited a knee
bend 33% of the time, which is 2 of the 6 photos. Harden is seen smiling in 6 of 19 available
photos, totaling to 32%. His lowest represented category was head tilt as only 16%, or 4 of 25
photos displayed this.
Evaluation of Research Questions and Results
More information and data for the items below can be found in Appendices A, B and C.
The posts of almost every female athlete demonstrated feminine touch to a greater degree than
did those of the men. Only two female athletes, Tina Charles and Elena Delle Donne, reported
feminine touch scores low enough that they were equal to that of two male athletes, Clint
Dempsey and John Isner, respectively. Dempsey received the lowest score for males in this
category while Isner reported the highest presence for this area. Overall, the average number
of male athletes’ posts exhibiting feminine touch was lower than the number for female
athletes’ posts by almost 8%. Due to these results, there is support for RQ2 can be answered
in the affirmative.
There is also an affirmative answer for RQ3 regarding males engaging in ritualistic touch
more than female athletes. Each male, as represented by their posts, engaged in ritualistic
touching more than did each female, with the exception of two athletes who received the same
score for the category of ritualistic touching: Clint Dempsey and Sloane Stephens. Dempsey
received the lowest presence of ritualistic touching among the other male athletes in the study.
His score was equivalent to that of Stephens. In addition, Dempsey’s score was also slightly
lower than the ritualistic touch scores for female athletes Lynn Williams, Tina Charles, and
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Serena Williams. However, the majority of male athletes reaped higher ritualistic touch scores
by 15.4% than did the female athletes.
The posts of every male athlete demonstrated ritualistic touch to a greater degree than they did
feminine touch. Overall, men engaged in ritualistic touch roughly 49.2% of the time and
feminine touch only 17.5% of the time. This 31.75% gap again provides an affirmative
answer for RQ3a.
The posts of females to a greater degree than those of males displayed a higher presence of
Goffman’s head tilt category under ritualization of subordination. Only one male athlete, John
Isner, displayed a percentage equal to one of the female athletes Alex Morgan. Isner’s score
was also higher than three of the other female athletes’ scores for this category. However, the
overall averages for both sexes report a significantly higher percentage of head tilt presence
for females than males. On average, females exhibited a head tilt 34% of the time while males
showcased a head tilt only 14.7% of the time. Therefore, RQ5 can be answered in the
affirmative.
Female athletes more so than male athletes exhibited ritualization of subordination via a knee
bend in Instagram posts. All female athletes, except for Lynn Williams and Alex Morgan,
received scores higher than that of their male counterparts. Williams’ and Morgan’s scores
were slightly lower than that of male athlete James Harden. Harden’s score was also the
highest reported value across his male counterparts for the category of knee bend. Morgan’s
score was equal to that of male athlete John Isner. In looking at the overall averages for this
category, it is determined that females show a significantly higher percentage of bent knees by
33.1% as compared to the average for men. It can be determined that Harden’s and Isner’s
scores are thus outliers among the other four male athletes. This observation suggests an
affirmative answer for RQ7.
Females demonstrated smiling to a greater degree than males in Instagram posts. All female
athletes with the exception of two, Lynn Williams and Serena Williams, demonstrated smiling
more than did males. Lynn Williams received a score lower than male athlete Kobe Bryant.
Serena William’s score represents a major outlier among the group, as hers was the lowest
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score among all the athletes across both sexes. In looking at the averages for females and
males, the women demonstrated a significantly higher percentage of smiling in their photos
by 19.6% when compared to men. Therefore, RQ8, which asks if female athletes will be more
likely to smile in Instagram posts than will male athletes, can be answered affirmatively.
Other Research Questions
Several of the female athletes’ posts contained licensed withdrawal to a greater degree than
did the posts of male athletes. However, there were several males and females who received
the same scores, such as Serena Williams and Jack Sock, as well as Sloane Stephens and Tim
Howard. The overall average score of licensed withdrawal scores for the females at 52% were
only 2% higher than the overall average scores for males in this category. As a result, it is not
clear that RQ4 can be answered affirmatively.
Male and female athletes were found to have a varying presence of nonathletic clothes
in Instagram posts. Overall, females reported a 58.7% presence of nonathletic clothes while
males displayed a 2% lower presence at 56.7%. Women, therefore, demonstrated a slightly
higher average in this category than the average of male athletes in this category. However,
three of the female athletes, Sloane Stephens, Serena Williams, and Tina Charles, reported
scores that were lower than four of the males, John Isner, James Harden, Kobe Bryant, and
Tim Howard. Here, too, it is difficult to answer RQ6 strongly in the affirmative.
RQ2a, asking if females will engage in feminine touch more than ritualistic touch, can
be answered in the negative. In fact, each individual female athlete was found to touch
objects, themselves, or others ritualistically more than she did in a manner of feminine touch.
The exception to this is tennis player Sloane Stephens, who had the same percentage of
photos with feminine touch as she did ritualistic touch. The overall proportion of ritualistic
touch in photos was 15.4% higher than the overall proportion for feminine touch among
female athletes.

DISCUSSION
In an age of constant conversations regarding equal opportunities for men and women,
there are still stigmatized expectations and roles that each gender is expected to act out. This
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situation has been perpetuated by the onset of social media. Not only are individuals expected
to self-present identity in a certain way when face-to-face with others, but now they must
constantly present a sense of their “proper” gender role via virtual platforms. This may well
establish a constant pressure to offer portrayals of one’s identity that may be different from
what it truly is. More specifically, athletes on social media are opting to exhibit a frontstage
performance maintaining a more formal and idealized identity (Emmons and Mocarski, 2014).
They rarely choose to showcase a backstage performance that is perhaps more genuine to who
they are as an individual. Athletes might choose to do so in order to keep their lives as a
celebrity separate from their personal lives, thus portraying differing identities. However, this
constant depiction of oneself as other than what may actually be can blur the lines between
one’s true identity and one’s idealized identity. This blurring of lines is ultimately
perpetuating the acceptance of stereotypes, gender roles and societal expectations that have
been set for men and women. While some men and women might be breaking free from some
of the stereotypes previously set for them, male and female athletes are still struggling to this
day, perhaps unknowingly, with many of the social expectations that surround them in faceto-face and especially digital settings.
Maintaining Feminine and Ritualistic Touch
Females are still choosing to present themselves in a way that shows them interacting with
objects and others in a gentle or soft manner more so than do their male counterparts. This is
consistent with the broader finding from Smith and Sanderson (2015) that male athletes are
overall less likely to be touching something. The research discovered that females were
almost always more likely to engage in causal touch of another person, object or themselves
(Smith and Sanderson, 2015). In the present study, females still felt a need to display some
degree of feminine touch in Instagram posts, certainly to a greater degree than did men. This
basis displays evidence that there is still a societal issue going on. Perhaps female athletes
need validation that they are still feminine to some degree. They could also be worried that
society will reject them if they fail to post photos consistent with society’s expectations.
Women are often unwilling to reject the status quo, especially in positions of high visibility.
This is because society has often scorned women who go against expectations and enter lines
of work, such as athletics, dominated by males (Geis et al, 1985). Though female athletes
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showcased a desire to post photos with tendencies for ritualistic touch, they still were not able
to surpass the ritualistic touch proportions of men.
Males’ self-representations also remain within the restrictions set by society. More
specifically, society has taught men that they will often be rejected upon engaging in tender or
gentle actions, which are typically deemed feminine. Therefore, men still choose to present
themselves as strong, aggressive and firm individuals through ritualistic touch. Male athletes,
to an even greater degree than men who are not athletes, could be held to greater expectations
in maintenance of gender norms. The media is constantly populated with male sports and
athlete interviews to a greater degree than those from female athletes. This notion of constant
scrutiny of each male athlete’s actions forces these athletes to act in a way that will allow
them to maintain credibility in their field. In the case of sports, men are expected to maintain a
competitive, aggressive and tough demeanor. Any faltering of this expected persona could
gravely impact their career, perhaps even to a greater degree than females since male athletes
are in the media spotlight more than women. Male presentation on Instagram provides another
outlet in which these individuals must uphold expectations in order to be consistent across all
platforms. It is no surprise that male athletes were found to showcase feminine touch less than
they did ritualistic touch.
In addition, men also upheld ritualistic touch to a greater degree than did their female
counterparts. Though female athletes had moderate rates of ritualistic touch that were higher
than expected, this only forces men to elevate their presentation of ritualistic touch. Men feel
the need to uphold their masculinity to any end over the possibility of being deemed less
masculine, and therefore less credible than female athletes.
Interestingly, female athletes actually chose to post photos with higher degrees of ritualistic
touch than those containing feminine touch. This notion represents a huge step forward for
women as they work to break out of preexisting binaries. Female athletes in the study are not
only great examples of strength, fortitude, passion as shown in their interactions with others
and objects, but they display one of the few examples of a objectified group attempting to
break out of the mold that society has come to expect from them. These results showcase the
idea of women portraying themselves as athletes first and women second. Interestingly, many
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female athletes are trying to overcome this gender boundary, yet there still remain examples
of subjects going in the opposite direction. Serena Williams, for example, showcased
feminine touch with presences of sexualized body position and touch. Though Williams is the
world’s highest ranked female tennis players with numerous awards and wins, she still feels
an inherent need to portray herself as an objectified woman of society. This notion makes it
difficult to rationalize that women are truly breaking out of gender expectations as they still
feel the need to default to media expectations.
However, perhaps these female athletes are not true representations of the larger female
population. As athletes, females may already have a slightly different persona and mentality,
as the competitive drive and the strength involved with the very nature of their profession
could bias this group into exhibiting slightly higher percentages of ritualistic touch. During
analysis, the category of feminine touch was often limited as photos that did not show the
subjects’ hands or arms were not viable points of examination.
Licensed Withdrawal
There were inconsistencies in the frequency of posts containing licensed withdrawal, both
within the male pool and female pool of athletes. One potential reason is that many posts
contained the athletes engaging in their sport; therefore, they were unaware of the camera
taking their photo at the time. In other words, the shot was meant to be candid from its origin.
However, these athletes still decided to post these photos, perhaps displaying a preference for
posting photos that represent their identity as an athlete.
In examining photos containing licensed withdrawal as compared to those in which the athlete
is in nonathletic clothes, men were found to overall have fewer posts with both of these
categories displayed at the same time. Therefore, the majority of their posts with licensed
withdrawal were actually action shots of them engaging in their sport, which is why they were
not looking at the camera. For example, Jack Sock contained 19 photos with licensed
withdrawal; however, only 2 of these photos (photo 7 and 13 in Appendix E) out of 19
containing this category also showed Sock dressed in nonathletic clothes. As a result, it can be
speculated that Sock prefers to display his frontstage performance of himself as an athlete first
and foremost over that of himself as a regular male. Clint Dempsey is also another example.
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Dempsey had two photos (photo 13 and 16 in Appendix E) of a possible 12 containing
licensed withdrawal in which he was wearing nonathletic clothes. He, too, is also displaying
himself more as an athlete than as a male in general. Though John Isner remains an outlier
with his tie between photos with licensed withdrawal and nonathletic clothes, the remaining
three male athletes, Kobe Bryant, Tim Howard and James Harden, also contained low to
moderate scores of this relationship.
Interestingly, the majority of female athletes were seen engaging in licensed withdrawal while
also wearing nonathletic clothes. This displays their preference to display their identity as a
woman over their identity as an athlete. For example, Elena Delle Donne was seen wearing
nonathletic clothes in every single one of her photos containing licensed withdrawal (photos
3, 5, 10, 14, 15, 17, and 18 in Appendix D). Similarly, Alex Morgan wore nonathletic clothes
in 7 (photos 8, 10, 11, 18, 20, 24, and 25) of a possible 9 within the licensed withdrawal
category. Morgan and Delle Donne’s showcase themselves falling into their expected role as
women, which in this case renders them bystanders, mentally removed from the situation,
providing a sort of inferiority not associated with the men’s photos. In other words, women
are making themselves more vulnerable by not looking directly into the camera while also
wearing nonathletic clothes. They feel forced to portray themselves as women first and
athletes second. The remaining female athletes, Sloane Stephens, Tina Charles, Serena
Williams, and Lynn Williams, received low to moderate ratings for this category.
In looking at the literature, other social media studies found that female athletes on Facebook
were likely to look at the camera in profile pictures (Emmons and Mocarski, 2014), whereas
mixed findings occurred in this study. Perhaps women decided to take on a more assertive
persona looking into the camera in Facebook profile pictures since these tend to be the focal
point of one’s profile; Instagram posts, however, involve more frequent posting which allows
viewers to look at several photos at once, creating a more holistic basis to form opinions. As a
result, viewers of Instagram posts are able to form rapid opinions on the basis of several
photos as opposed to only looking at one. In the Facebook study previously mentioned,
Emmons and Mocarski (2014) discovered that men were found to look away from the camera
in their profile pictures, despite Goffman’s (1979) research that men were likely to be shown
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making direct eye contact. Another reason for these varying results among men and women
could because of the identification of branding preference in these photos. Emmons and
Mocarski (2014) identified that females might make eye contact in order to better engage their
audience, while men prefer to be observed by fans. This rationale could also hold true for the
present research study in explaining the split between engagement in licensed withdrawal for
men and women.
Ritualization of Subordination
The present research study has shown that females are engaging in the female athlete paradox
via ritualization of subordination; that is, they are putting their sexuality and timidity as
females before their qualities as an athlete. This is quite apparent through the sub-categories
of head tilt, nonathletic clothes, knee bend and smiling which were looked at in detail within
the study.
Head Tilt
Females were found to tilt their heads downwards in photographs. While some may argue that
this is due to a preference for their face’s appearance at a certain angle, this display is actually
part of a bigger issue. The tilting of one’s head downward symbolizes inferiority and
submission (Goffman, 1979). It makes others in the photograph, who are not tilting their
heads, be viewed as superior and potentially more credible. Tilting one’s head has become a
common trend among social media posts; in fact, females in general have been found to tilt
their heads in this manner more so than their male counterparts (Krumhuber, et al, 2007).
Krumhuber, Manstead and Kappas (2007) discovered that higher levels of attractiveness were
attributed to subjects with a tilted rather than an upright head, and that overall, women were
found to engage in this action more than men. Perhaps the female athletes in the study hold a
greater awareness of how their Instagram posts will make them look in regards to
attractiveness. On the contrary, male athletes in the study had lower rates of head tilting
because they were not trying to be perceived as attractive; this was simply not the goal of their
posts. Krumhuber, Manstead and Kappas (2007) also asserted that items like tilting one’s
head downward can act as a “subtle moderator” that shapes the meaning of the expression. In
other words, tilting one’s head downward is an act of conforming to the pressures of society
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that goes much further than a simple action of moving one’s head around. Therefore, female
athletes in the study, though they may not even be aware of it, engaged in this activity as a
direct consequence of the pressure society puts on them to always be aware of their
attractiveness.
In addition, individuals who tilt their heads in photos have been perceived as engaging in an
act of submission (Mignault, A., and Chaudhuri, A., 2003). Therefore, female athletes tend to
engage in this action as a compliance to the standards society has set for them. Though they
are athletes with strong mentalities and a dominant personality by competitive nature, they
still feel the need to comply with these standards. A raised head, however, has been found to
signal dominance (Mignault, A., and Chaudhuri, A., 2003). Therefore, it can be determined
that male athletes embrace this dominant mindset that is also expected of them by society as
they do not frequently engage in head tilts. Both sexes have been found to stay within the
binds society sets for them in regards to head tilting.
Nonathletic Clothes
Ritualization of subordination is also manifested in the types of clothing that individuals wear.
In the case of the research study at hand, results were often split among male and female
athletes regarding their display of nonathletic clothes, with a slightly higher score for women
than men. Perhaps athletes are seen in nonathletic clothes in more than half of posts because
they desire to have their own identity outside of the sport. This portrayal of themselves as
someone other than an athlete could be a willingness to show audiences a backstage portrayal
of their identity. Past studies have shown that athletes do in fact desire to let audiences know
them on social media outlets as someone other than who they are on the field. In other words,
they often desire to showcase a backstage performance of self (Lebel, 2013). These backstage
representations allow audiences to see the athletes in a less filtered and more informal
presentation of self (Emmons and Mocarski, 2014). Athletes who display themselves in this
manner could also want to create relationships and connections with fans (Lebel, 2013).
However, in general, research has shown that males spend a larger amount of time performing
their role as athletes than do their female colleagues (Sanderson, 2014). This is consistent
with the slightly higher percentage for females exhibiting nonathletic clothes.
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Despite the unclear trends in presence of nonathletic clothes among the male and female
athletes, patterns do exist between the nonathletic clothes category and the other categories
that were examined, namely ritualistic touch, feminine touch, and head tilt. For example,
Serena Williams was more likely to ritualistically touch rather than feminine touch when she
was seen in athletic clothing. However, when she was not in uniform, she embodied more of
the qualities associated with females such as feminine touch, bending her knee, and tilting her
head. Another example is Alex Morgan who tilted her head when in nonathletic clothes, but
did not engage in this activity when wearing athletic clothes. Similarly, almost every one of
Lynn William’s pictures in the nonathletic clothes category contained multiple elements of
the other categories feminine touch, licensed withdrawal, head tilt, knee bend, and smiling.
Only one of these photos, photo 4 (see Appendix D), contained ritualistic touching while
William’s was wearing nonathletic clothes. So while she is portraying herself as an athlete
when wearing athletic clothes, she displays herself as female as her primary identity when in
nonathletic attire. There were much fewer of these trends among the male athletes, except for
ties between smiling when wearing nonathletic clothes.
Knee Bend
Little research in the past has examined the relationship between bending one’s leg at the knee
in photos with perceptions of dominance and superiority. Future research should look into the
propositions behind why subjects engage in this behavior and if there is a prevalence of this
action among more men or women. Despite limited available research, Goffman’s (1979)
assertion that women often bend their knee in advertisement photos serves as the main basis
of support in looking at this category in the present research study. Female athletes were
found to bend their knees, thus making their stature smaller more so than male athletes in
Instagram posts. In speculating about this result with a minimal amount of prior research to
rest on, it can be inferred that women engage in this activity to make themselves inferior to
men, especially when photographed with them. While most women did consistently engage in
this behavior, some did not. Perhaps one of the best examples in the research study of
countering the expectation for a knee bend is seen with Elena Delle Donne in photograph 6,
depicted in figure 1 below.
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Dell Donne is depicted standing in
between two male athletes assuming
the same exact stance as them. All
three athletes, including Delle
Donne, have a smile on their face,
hands on their hips, and straight legs
assuming an upright position. In this
example, Delle Donne serves as an
example of a female breaking out of
the expected mold society has for women.
In another example as in Figure 2
below, Sloane Stephens displayed a
very similar photo (photo 18) to
Delle Donne’s, yet with different
body positioning.
Standing in the middle of two male
athletes just as Delle Donne did,
Stephens is smiling widely while
her male counterparts exhibit either
no smile, or only a slight smile showing no teeth. In addition to this, Stephens is engaging in a
knee bend making her stature smaller than that of the men’s. Though she is an athlete, she
feels the need to portray herself in this way especially because of the men on either side of
her. Her identity as a woman in this example is more important than her identity as an athlete.
The difference between these two photographs brings into question the meaning behind what
is portrayed. Women like Stephens could be displaying themselves in this way in order to
accommodate the power of men that society has reinforced. In other words, women know
their place as the subordinate figure to men. Though women are often physically smaller in
general than men, they are still choosing to make themselves even smaller by lowering their
height with a knee bend. Some might argue that engaging in a knee bend is simply a pose;
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however, the fact that more women are seen engaging in this action does call into question the
deeper meanings behind it. Is this knee bend simply a pose? – Or is it part of a deeper cultural
issue? Future research should aim to solidify this notion. In addition to this, research in the
future should focus on the differences in subject behavior when he or she is photographed
alone, with members of the same sex, and with members of the opposite sex.
Smiling
Women were found to smile more than their male counterparts in Instagram posts, which is
consistent with Goffman’s (1979) assertions regarding this category. Past research has shown
that societal expectations hold that women smile more than men, and that they should smile
more than males (Krumhuber, et al, 2007). Krumhuber and his colleagues (2007) discovered
that because of this expectation, women were seen as less truthful and informative as they are
expected to smile across all situations. Yet men who smile are operating in an “out-of-role
behavior” resulting in a wider range of inferences and perceptions of the male subject by
viewers (Krumhuber, et al., 2007). Males in the present study may also not have engaged in
smiling in order to assert their dominance and seriousness, similar to the findings within the
knee bend category. Females on the other hand, smile more to increase perceptions of
attractiveness and friendliness. While women must be conscious of their likability by
maximizing all outlets that showcase qualities such as smiling, men do not need to worry
about this as much. This is because their worth as individuals is often judged on much more
than their looks and friendliness (Krumhuber, et al., 2007). This could be why female athletes
still feel a need to smile in Instagram posts more so than male athletes do. They still feel a
need to be liked according to the criteria society expects of them.
Conclusion
More research needs to be conducted in this area in order to further explore the
appropriateness of Goffman’s categories as in our new era of media self-presentation. Further,
statistical analysis rather than a qualitative visual content analysis could give additional
insight into the differences among male and female athletes in relation to these categories.
However, findings in the present research study were consistent with much of the available
related research. As asserted by Emmons and Mocarski (2014), both males and females are
under considerable pressure to adhere to society’s gender expectations which are constantly
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perpetuated by the media, namely in advertising settings. Though athletes can view social
media as a way to break out of expected binaries preset for them (Sanderson, 2014), this could
be a more difficult feat than it seems. Advertisements are often found to project social cues in
which viewers come to normalize and act out in everyday life. Consequently, these
hyperritualized representations become integral parts of the frame in which gender norms in
society are constructed in the first place (Baran and Davis, 2015).
Findings in the current research study are no different; despite their athletic achievements and
elevated status, athletes are no more immune to gender stereotypes and norms than the rest of
society. Female athletes are found to adhere to gender expectations on Instagram more so
when they are not presenting themselves as athletes. Male athletes also remain in the
boundaries culture has set for them as acted out in Instagram settings. Despite athletes’
elevated status, public visibility and success, they still feel a need to remain within societal
confines. This fact shows just how deeply rooted these social expectations are within
everyday life as well as society at large. However, there is hope for a rebuttal to these
standards in the near future and using social media outlets, such as Instagram to do so. Female
athletes may have already begun this shift as they present ritualistic touch to a greater degree
than feminine touch in photographs. The future of gender roles rests in the hands of those with
social power and influence if society ever has a hope to change the rules of the game.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A – (Results)

Total Presence of Goffman Category
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Appendix B – (Female Athletes – Individual Results)
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Appendix C – (Male Athletes – Individual Results)
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Appendix D – (Female Athlete Instagram Posts)
Tina Charles
Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5

Photo 6
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Photo 7

Photo 8

Photo 9

Photo 10

Photo 11

Photo 12
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Photo 13

Photo 14

Photo 15

Photo 16

Photo 17

Photo 18
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Photo 19

Photo 20

Photo 21

Photo 22

Photo 23

Photo 24
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Photo 25

Elena Delle Donne
Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5

Photo 6
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Photo 7

Photo 8

Photo 9

Photo 10

Photo 11

Photo 12

Photo 13

Photo 14
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Photo 15

Photo 16

Photo 17

Photo 18

Photo 19

Photo 20

Photo 21

Photo 22
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Photo 23

Photo 24

Photo 25

Alex Morgan
Photo 1

Photo 2
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Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5

Photo 6

Photo 7

Photo 8
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Photo 9

Photo 10

Photo 11

Photo 12

Photo 13

Photo 14
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Photo 15

Photo 16

Photo 17

Photo 18

Photo 19

Photo 20
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Photo 21

Photo 22

Photo 23

Photo 24

Photo 25
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Sloane Stephens
Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5

Photo 6
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Photo 7

Photo 8

Photo 9

Photo 10

Photo 11

Photo 12
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Photo 13

Photo 14

Photo 15

Photo 16

Photo 17

Photo 18
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Photo 19

Photo 20

Photo 21

Photo 22

Photo 23

Photo 24
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Photo 25

Lynn Williams
Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5

Photo 6
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Photo 7

Photo 8

Photo 9

Photo 10

Photo 11

Photo 12

Photo 13

Photo 14
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Photo 15

Photo 16

Photo 17

Photo 18

Photo 19

Photo 20

Photo 21

Photo 22
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Photo 23

Photo 24

Photo 25

Serena Williams
Photo 1

Photo 2
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Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5

Photo 6

Photo 7

Photo 8

Photo 9

Photo 10
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Photo 11

Photo 12

Photo 13

Photo 14

Photo 15

Photo 16
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Photo 17

Photo 18

Photo 19

Photo 20
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Photo 22

Photo 23

Photo 25
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Appendix E – (Male Athlete Instagram Photographs)
Kobe Bryant
Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5

Photo 6
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Photo 7

Photo 8

Photo 9

Photo 10

Photo 11

Photo 12
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Photo 13

Photo 14

Photo 15

Photo 16

Photo 17

Photo 18

Photo 19

Photo 20
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Photo 21

Photo 22

Photo 23

Photo 24

Photo 25
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Clint Dempsey
Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5

Photo 6
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Photo 7

Photo 8

Photo 9

Photo 10

Photo 11

Photo 12
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Photo 13

Photo 14

Photo 15

Photo 16

Photo 17

Photo 18
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Photo 19

Photo 20

Photo 21

Photo 22

Photo 23

Photo 24

Photo 25
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James Harden
Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 5

Photo 6
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Photo 16
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Photo 21

Photo 22
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Photo 24

Photo 25

Tim Howard
Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4
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Photo 10
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John Isner
Photo 1

Photo 2
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Jack Sock
Photo 1

Photo 2
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